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About This Game

Let us live

on this land so arid.

KARAKARA. It is the sound of aridity. It is the sound of dry asphalt and sandy winds. It is the sound of relentless sunshine, as
well as the sound of a withering race.

The "Age of Dusk." It is a time of senescence for the human species, during which hybrids known as the "Others"—those who
are human, yet not—exist in great numbers. On the windswept barrens of a land without moisture, a small gathering of people
make their living in a world they no longer know. Down a stretch of highway and far from the heart of the town are two such
people who run a small diner. To them, the circumstances that reshaped their world is of far less concern than the number of

lunch boxes they can load into their delivery vehicle. After all, leaving customers hungry is not good for business, and business
keeps them fed. Day after day, they occupy themselves with the endless work of their store. However, the comfortable

monotony of their daily lives is turned on its head when they discover a large suitcase by the roadside on their way home from
deliveries. Lying on the suitcase, unmoving, is a young girl with pink hair...

Though parched, they keep each other company,

and while hollow, they fill each other's voids.

So shall they live
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on this land so arid.
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Even for a Game below 1\u20ac its pretty basic.. there is like 3 Features.. A Shop, Bitcoin value Variation and.. ye guess what, a
button to smash the entire time.. The Shop has almost no items and even worse, if u buy smth like the T1 CPU, u cant remake if
u had the T2 CPU..so u gotta buy it again. quot;Amethyst Caverns"
- Module & Sidhe. This game for me is a tale of two halves, it has its positives but mostly negatives.

Positives:
Ability to take over services at designated stations
Career mode-esque
Ability to continue driving the service once the terminus has been reached
Some physics

Negatives
Water and leaves coming through the train windows....
Sound pack is awful, its the same both inside and out of the train
Awful graphics
Interface is awful

This is so sad, as many of the features Ihave listed as an issue on this game were dealt with rather well in the London
Underground version they made, which is MUCH better.. It's been a long time since any game made such an impression on me
and it´s one of the best games I know about zombies (except Telltale´s Walking Dead). Playing this game was like an interactive
movie, but you make the choices. I can fully recommend it not only for "The Walking Dead" universe fans, but to all people
who like visual novels.. Theatre of War 2 isn't a fun game. It is a diehard realistic tactical warfare simulator-RTS. There are
people who enjoy these kind of unwieldy games, for example people who like to play ARMA or people who like to play Hearts
of Iron.

This is not for everyone, but if you are one of those aforementioned people, you will have a blast with this.. Well,well,another
tower defense game, now with graphics copied from castle defense & kingdom rush. Wise choice devs, many gamers love this
kind of game and me including.. This tech demo consists of several barely VR-optimized enivronments from DeusEx game. It's
filled with distracting aliasing artefacts and awful distortion effects.. The game mechanic is quite complex yet new to use it.
Played the first tutorial and not sure why it deals 1 more damage while the other combination doesn't. Quite confusing with the
help as such I just skip it. @_@
The other cons would be the animation is not smooth whereby you can see it quite slow motion.
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In summary, the game mechanics are too overwhelmed and complex.
. Extremely underwhelming. A really good game with really good characters.
A really good story with really good music.
Y'all shall play it!
It's amazing.
And... Don't forget to smile. ; - )
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Better install and search for yourself the lateste drivers if you dont want troubles with incompatibility. This app installs drivers
even if they are not compatible with the hardware and creates incompatibility. Don't recomment it!. this is the most unique
adventure game i ever have played!!!! it is sooo amazing! the graphic design is freaking good, the story is weird and mysterious
but so interesting. seems like an adaption of mexican gods, like the graphics are in an aztec style, even the language is its own art
piece..sounded also pretty like the fantasy version of old mexican language before they spoke latin. and the logic seems like you
are on acid, but by accepting the surreal world and its logics you get a pretty nice trip.
since dream machine the best art piece (underlining the word art) in the adventure genre. exactly what i have been looking for so
long - a really special and unique adventure game that mixes up the usual ways of logic with unique grapic style

pleaasee let it become more famous!!!
i am so excited oto play more gnarled scar manipulations games like this!
. I love 2D games, and also I like this kind of game, fenimore make me happy is so funny all that he does. First mission has
invincible dogs that you can barely see because they blend in with the background.

Hiding mechanic is bugged: I literally got stuck in a dumpster and had to quit the game.

New character is seemingly useless.

Now has objectives: no more "just rip everyone apart."

Soundtrack has been butchered even worse than your victims.

STAY AWAY!. awesome little game -- i like it :-). BEUUUUUUURRRRRRRRRR! motion sicknesss........
BEUUUURRRRRRRRRRR

BEURRRR

BEURR

B........
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